Self Publishing with

Opus
Developed by On Demand Books as the Espresso Book Machine
Marketed and serviced by Xerox

POLITICS & PROSE SUBMISSION GUIDELINES
If you would like to prepare your book for printing yourself, you need to provide us with two PDF
files: one for the bookblock (interior content of your book) and one for the cover. You must own the
rights and/ or have permission to use any and all content or images included in your book. You may
submit your files by email at Opus@politics-prose.com, or you may bring them into the store on a
USB drive, CD or DVD.

BOOKBLOCK
The bookblock is all the interior pages of your book; it includes any blank pages and front or back
matter. Pages in the bookblock, including illustrations, will print in black and white. We can print
books as short as 40 pages and as long as 800. If your book is longer, we may be able to print it in
multiple volumes. The size of your finished book, known as the trim size, can be anywhere from
4.5” x 5” to 8.25” x 10.5”, bearing in mind that an appropriate trim size does depend somewhat on
the number of pages and your spine width. A typical paperback is between 5”x 8” and 6” x 9” Please
see BOOKBLOCK FORMATTING GUIDELINES below for more detailed information.

COVER
The cover is composed of the back, the spine and the front of your book laid out from left to right
and centered on a 17” x 11” landscape orientation rectangle PDF. The cover is wrapped around
the printed bookblock and then trimmed to size. Nothing can be printed on the interior side of the
front or back cover. The cover of your book can be in color. Please see COVER FORMATTING
GUIDELINES below for more detailed information.

BOOKBLOCK FORMATTING GUIDELINES
You don’t need complicated design software to write your book. There are many basic word processing programs that you can use to create your document. Some examples are MS Word, Open Office
and Pages. These guidelines presume that you are working in MS Word. Regardless of the program
you use, your final result needs to be a PDF where the page size matches your intended trim size.

CONSISTENCY IS KEY
When formatting a text on your own, remember that consistency is key. You should know how you
want your pages to look and then apply the settings to the whole document for margins, tabs, font
and point size, line spacing, etc.
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Don’t WYSIWYG
WYSIWYG – What you see is what you get – is not a good rule of thumb for document formatting.
For example:
Do not use the space bar to indent a new paragraph. Use the tab key.
Do not use the space bar to align text. Use Word’s formatting tools if you want text aligned to the
left or right, centered or justified.
Do not use the Enter key to create a new page. Use the Insert Page Break tool to start a new page.
Do not include images by dragging and dropping or cutting and pasting. Use the Insert Picture
from File option to place images correctly.

TRIM SIZE
The trim size is the size of your finished book, described as width by height in inches. Your bookblock document needs to match your intended trim size. Set your trim size by modifying the page
size of your document. In Word, under File, Page Set Up, go to Paper Size and change it from the
standard 8.5” x 11” to whatever trim size you chose (within the range 4.5” x 5” to 8.25” x 10.5”),
and Apply to Whole Document. A typical paperback is between 5”x 8” and 6” x 9”.
Please remember that the appropriate trim size for your book depends upon the number of pages
and the spine width of your book. The more pages you have, the larger your spine width will be, and
the smaller your trim size may need to be in order for your cover to print properly on a 17” x 11”
sheet.

MARGINS
Under Page Set Up, set Top, Bottom, Left and Right Margins to the size you like (0.8” is standard),
and Apply to Whole Document. If you are very comfortable with formatting procedures, you may
wish to make your book even more readable and attractive by slightly increasing the size of the gutter (the inside or binding edge margin) to allow for the depth of the glued edge. In Word, under
Page Setup or Page Layout, select mirror margins and enter your preferences. Try setting the top and
bottom margins to 0.8”, the exterior margins to 0.75” and the interior margins to 1”.

TABS
Standard Tabs are 0.25” to 0.5”. It’s a good idea to apply your Tabs settings to the whole document
for visual consistency. In Word, you can modify your Tabs settings under Paragraphs.
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FONT & POINT SIZE
Choose a Font and a Point Size for your body text. Typically, body text is around 11pt type. Serif
fonts are more readable than sans serif fonts for body text.
The following standard fonts are very readable and attractive:
Century

Garamond

Palatino

Times New Roman

For headings (chapter titles, section heads, etc.) you can use the same font in bold and/ or 2 points
or so larger. Alternatively, you can use a sans serif font to complement a serif font in body text.
Good suggestions:
Gill Sans

Verdana

Arial

LINE SPACING
Single Space is discouraged, because it is difficult to read. Double Space is wider than necessary and
will add to the page count and, therefore, the price of your book. So 1.15 or 1.5 spacing is suggested. In Word you can modify the settings for Line Spacing under Format, Paragraph.

FRONT, CORE AND BACK MATTER
The following formatting options involving Headers/Footers and Page Numbers may not need to
be applied to all the pages in your book, but just to the core text. If you want headers and/or page
numbers, we suggest that you separate your book into three documents: front matter, core text and
back matter. This allows you to apply correct page numbers and headers to the core text without
interfering with the formatting of the front and back matter. You can combine the files later when
creating the PDF file for the bookblock.

FRONT MATTER
is anything before the first page of your text, which will be page one of your book (title page, copyright page, acknowledgements and dedication, foreword, preface, introduction, table of contents
and any blank pages)

CORE TEXT
is your book, starting at page one.

BACK MATTER
is anything after the text ends (afterword, author biography, bibliography, index, glossary, etc.)
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HEADERS/ FOOTERS
Some books have the book title, chapter title or author name at the top or bottom of each page, or
on odd or even numbered pages only.
In Word, go to the Insert function to add headers/ footers. Headers and Footers will appear in
the page margin (the space between your text body and the edge of the page). Make sure that the
header/ footer text is still at least 0.25” from the edge of the page. Choose a font that complements
your body text font. Try setting it to about 2 points smaller than your body text size. Remember
that headers/ footers that are too close to the body text can make the page look crowded.

PAGE NUMBERS
In Word, page numbers can be added under Insert, Page Numbers. Select the Position (Top or Bottom of the page) and Alignment (Left, Center, Right). Select Check Show Number on First Page.

CHAPTERS
Remember to use the Page Break function to start a new chapter or section. Do not use the enter
key for this purpose.

OTHER BOOK BASICS
All books should begin with a title page. The title page should contain the book title and author,
and can also list the subtitle and publisher name, if relevant. The next page in your PDF should be
the copyright page, if you chose to include one, so that the title page and copyright page will print
on the front and back of the same sheet of paper.
Some people like to have a blank sheet of paper at the beginning of their book, right before the title
page. Remember that a blank sheet of paper equals two blank pages in your Word doc/ PDF. The
title page should fall on the right-hand side of your book, so it should be an odd-numbered page in
your document (the 1st or 3rd, depending on whether you want a blank sheet at the beginning).
Whether your book has any dedications, a table of contents, etc, is up to you. Browse some existing
books in the genre of your work to get a sense of standard formatting options.
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EXAMPLE OF A FORMATTED PAGE

COVER FORMATTING GUIDELINES
For layout purposes, your cover is the back, spine and front of your book, laid out as a single landscape-oriented image. It will be printed on a 17” x 11” sheet of cover stock, which will wrap around
the printed bookblock and be trimmed down to the specified trim size.
The cover image must be centered vertically and horizontally in a landscape-oriented 17” x 11” PDF
document. No crop/ registration marks are necessary.
At least 0.25” bleed is needed on all sides.
In terms of color, CMYK is ideal, although files created in RGB can be printed as well.
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CALCULATING SPINE WIDTH
Before completing the design of your cover, you must know your spine width. To calculate this,
you’ll need your total page count and the PPI (pages per inch) of the paper you’re using.
The PPI value for our standard white paper is 526, and for cream paper 434.

The formula for calculating spine width is:
Number of pages/PPI = spine width in inches
So, the spine width for a 250 page book printed on our standard white paper would be :
250 /526 =0.475 inches

If you plan on printing your book on anything other than our standard paper, please contact us
directly at Opus@politics-prose.com to see if we are able to accommodate you.

TIPS FOR COVER DESIGN
Covers can be designed in a variety of software, including MS Word, Adobe InDesign or Illustrator.
Your cover design should be simple, clean and straightforward. A consistent color pallet and fonts
throughout are recommended. Besides the title, the front cover should have the author’s name and
perhaps a tagline. The back cover should also have the title and a description of the book, possibly
the author’s picture and a very short biography, perhaps a quote from a credible reader. If you have
an ISBN and barcode, it should appear on the back cover as well.
It’s better to allow more cushion in your design than to crowd the margins. Ideally you’ll want at
least 0.5” between any text and the edge of the page.
The background image or color of your cover image should extend all the way to the edge of the
bleed area, that is, 0.25” to 0.5” beyond the edge of the image. It does not need to extend all the
way to the edge of the 17” x 11” document.
Allow at least 0.5” to 0.75” horizontal cushion on either side of any text on your spine. To place text
on the spine, rotate it so that the left type margin falls at the top of the book.
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EXAMPLE OF A COVER LAYOUT
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•

Trim width of 6” x 9”

•

Book length 140 pages

•

PPI of paper 434

•

Spine width of 0.323” (140 pages ÷ 434 = 0.323”)

•

Document size 17” x 11”

•

Cover size 12.323” x 9” (back cover 6” x 9” + spine 0.323” + front cover 6” x 9”)

•

- - - - - Indicates a 0.5” margin from the interior edge of the cover image, should be free of
graphic or text elements.

•

Though not shown here, there should be a bleed extending 0.25” beyond all sides of the cover
image.

SCANNING IMAGES
You must own the rights, or have permission to use, any images used in your book or on your cover.
When scanning for your interior pages, remember that the image will print in black and white, so
scan as grayscale, 300 dpi (dots per inch). Images for the cover will print in color.
Scans should be at least 300 dpi and scaled to the approximate size you plan to use in the book. Save
either black and white or color images as TIFF files.

CREATING A PDF
Your ability to convert your document into a PDF may depend on what software you already have
on your computer. The first thing to try is usually the Save As option – you can often choose to save
as a PDF. Some programs will have an Export option, which will allow you to generate a PDF. You
may also be able Print To a PDF (instead of to a regular printer). If you choose this option, make
sure that the PDF you “print” retains the same page size as your original document. Printing to a
PDF often results in text centered on an 8.5 x 11 page (which we don’t want). You may have to go
into the Settings in your Print Dialog box to set the paper/page size to match your document size/
intended trim size. If your current software set‐up does not allow you to generate a PDF, you may
have to download a PDF conversion tool from the internet. Some PDF conversion tools will have
you upload your file to a website, and then the resulting PDF will be emailed to you. Regardless,
make sure that your software is set up so that any PDF conversion will embed all fonts.

FINAL CHECKLIST
· Have you signed the author’s contract?
· Have you submitted all necessary files? If your files are not press ready, have you submitted all
necessary images and text?
· Are your pages numbered correctly? (Odd page numbers on the right and even page numbers on the
left.) Did you allow for blank pages in your numbering? Do you want chapters to begin on the right?
· Have you spell checked and proofed all your pages? Errors can be costly to fix, and corrected
pages must be resubmitted.
· Are any of your photos, artwork or text copyrighted? Have you obtained the necessary permission for their use?
· Have you enclosed your initial deposit or supplied a credit card number for payment processing?
· Have you included any special instructions? It is important to put these in writing.
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5015 Connecticut Ave NW Washington, DC 20008
202.364 -1919
800.722 -0790
202.966-7532 (fax)
email: books @ politics-prose.com
web: www.politics-prose.com
twitter: @politics_prose

Store Hours:
Monday–Saturday
9 a.m. – 10 p.m.
Sunday
10 a.m. – 8 p.m.
Holiday hours are subject to change
Owners: Bradley Graham & Lissa Muscatine
Founding Owners: Carla Cohen (1936-2010) & Barbara Meade

